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Songs of Deep Green

Volume one, Exile to the Stars, is salted with exploration of a new world, 
discovery of personal strength, and the eventual realization that what was 
desired so long ago on Earth has become reality on Aketti. Victorious in 
battle, honored by society, deeply in love, Jeff and Carl long for peace but 
instead face new threats that cannot  go unanswered. So begins volume 
two, Songs of Deep Green.

If the Northern Kingdom is to march south against the Salchek invaders 
before  they once again lay siege to Rugen, they will need allies. Bordering the southern ocean, Zomar is the only 
prospect. Considering the distance, Jeff and Carl decide to take ship for the passage south and join a caravan 
headed for the west coast of Arvalia. 

Forcing a way through the Skarpa Mountains, nearly at the cost of their lives, they arrive in Hochberg only to 
discover there are no ships in port worthy of the name—except one that seems ready to sink at the pier. A 100 
foot ship named Gilnora.

Agents of the Salchek in Hochberg 
stop at nothing to prevent Jeff from 
rebuilding the Gilnora as a topsail 
schooner. Overcoming every obstacle, 
the men set out for the Great Northern 
Ocean with winter snapping at their 
heels. Over 3,000 miles to Zomar with 
no charts worthy of the name and no  
experience sailing such a big ship. 

The crew is terrifi ed of the ocean. None 
have ever sailed on it, but they all 
know the legends about what lives out 
there. No one ventures off shore and 
returns to tell about it. Yet, it seems 
that the Gilnora must have originally 
come from much farther south.

Standing in the bow, watching the sun 
set over the ocean as land drops out of 
sight and a snow squall blows by, Jeff 
wonders how he ever thought he could 
pull it off. This isn’t Earth.

How deep into the ocean can you go and live?How deep into the ocean can you go and live?
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Volume II of The Alarai Chronicles series is dedicated to 
those who would seek adventure in a wooden sailing 

ship on a mighty ocean. Dedicated to those who long for 
the sounds of thundering surf and the cry of seabirds never 
before heard by man. Here you will fi nd satisfaction.
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All true adventures are life changing, good or bad. There is no going back, there is no undoing. There is only acceptance of 
what has happened. Then begins the search for understanding. Songs of Deep Green. 


